
Christ in Concrete, and Down These Mean Streets). Thus, rather than having a 

superficial and cursory acquaintance with unrelated literary works, students in 

these focused courses read pointedly and deeply, and thus have more to think 

and write about. 

For these reasons - and incidentally because of instructor satisfaction -

the English Discipline at Norrnandale Conmunity College is on the whole pleased 

with this structuring of the freshman composition courses and has no imnediate 

plans for change. 

List of Course Titles - English 104-127 

104 Black Literature 

106 Science Fiction 

107 Satire 

108 Introduction to Literature 

109 Myth and Archetype in Literature 

llO "Bitch" in Literature 

111 Introduction to American Folklore 

113 Terror 

114 Women in Literature 

115 Poetry in Three Dimensions 

ll6 Shakespeare: In His Time and Ours 

117 Writing as Self-Expression 

118 Philosophy in Literature 

119 Greek Tragedy 

120 Alienation in American Life 

121 American Literature of the 1920's and 1930's 

122 Detective Story 

123 Women as Writers 

125 Theme in Literature 

126 Irish Literature: an Introduction 

127 Ethnic Literature in America 
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NEW B'.X)KS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN 

Norine-Cxiland 
University of ��nnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Freerran, Don. A POCKET FOR CORDUROY. illus. by the authoI,'. Viking, 1978 
unpaged. $6.95. 

A first grade child saw this one on the teacher's desk _took one look and 
said, "I love Corduroy - can we read this right now?"' After that it 
was always at some child's desk being looked at and read. Corduroy's 
misadventures as he decided he needed a pocket and wound up in a bap: of 
wet laundry had just the right touch of everything to make it as popular 
as the earlier Corduroy story. 4-7 

Glubok, Shirley and Alfred 'I'almrin. THE MUMMY OF RAJVKJSE. Harper, 1978, 
82 pp. $6.79. 

Rarrose is a ruler in Egypt shortly before the time of King Tut. The 
story relates details about his life and death, especially procedures for 
mumifying. Illustrations are photos from Egyptian art. 10 up 

Godden, Rumer. THE ROCKING HORSE SECREI'. illus. by Juliet Stanwell Smith. 
Viking, 1978. 88 pp. $6.95. 

Like a piece of taffy, chewy and sweet, the story leaves a good taste 
in your mouth. The lJ\YStery is well concealed and the conflict is 
definitely between good and bad. Beautifully srrooth for reading either 
orally or silently. 7-10 

Hoban, Lillian. ARTHUR'S PRIZE READER. Harper, 1978. 64 pp. $5. 79. 
Arthur and Violet are back again in another Hoban book children will 
read and enjpy again and again. The ·account of how children feel about 
learning to read reflects the real reading world. Situations and 
illustrations are hUJll)rous. 4-7 

lfurd, Edith Thacher. DINOSAUR MY DARLING. illus. by Don Freerran. Harper, 
1978. 32 pp. $6.79, 

The combination of Hurd' s story and Freerran' s illustrations make this 
story of Joe and his backhoe who dig up a 2 million year old THING too 
good to miss. Young children read and reread the pictures and one six
year-old set her two-year-old sister down on the floor to tell the story 
to her. 

L' Engle, Madeleine. SWIFTLY TILTING PLANEI'. Farrar, Straus, 1978. $7. 95. 
The third in the series of search for meaning of love, this one widens the 
concerns to the international scene. Legends and bygone times are .vividly 
described. Meg, married to Calvin and pregnant, kythes with Charles 
Wallace and 1n the �ssages tells of the possible destruction of the 'l«>rld 
Galvin's oother and the Murry twins are inportant characters in this book.· 
Involved and symbolic so that the fantasy is incredible. 12 up 
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Marzollo, Jean. CLOSE YOUR EYE'S. -illus. by Susan Jeffers. Dial, 1978. $7.95. 
A lullaby with few words on each page but with stunning illustrations. 
Images will be vivid for children who have the privilege of seeing the 
book with time to study it slowly. 2-6 

Paterson, Katherine. THE GREAT GILLY HOPKINS. Crowell, 1978. 150 pp. $6.79. 
Third person narrative except for letters which insert some first person 
telling. Tone is upbeat and brisk even though the story revolves around 
Gilly's being a foster child, dreaming that her mother will come for her, 
handling disappointments, and facing the future with a power to rm.ke choices . 
Vivid portrayal through language as ITR.lch as through action. 11 up 

Prelutsky, Jack. THE QUEEN OF EENE. illus. by Victoria Chase. Greenwillow, 
1978. 32 pp. $6.95. 
A sure success from 5 to 10, probably before and beyond too. Mostly 
nonsense in the verses but a tinge of true humor appears in a few. 
Demands to be read aloud. 5-10 

Preston, Edna Mitchell. WHERE DID MY MJI'HER GO? illus. by Chris Conover. 
Four Winds, 1978. $7.95. 

The pictures rm.ke this one attractive but it is the twist in the story 
that children appreciate. One child explained it: It's about leaving 
home without telling anyone but instead of putting the child in the wrong 
place the story puts the parent in that place. Cats are personified. 4-8 

Raskin, Ellen. THE WP.STING GAME. Dutton, 1978. 185 pp. $7 .95. 
Readers are intrigued with the mystery in a novel that offers much more 
if the Teader wants it. The satire is done with a light touch, the 
philosophy is a challenge and not a preachment. Set in a glass apartment 
building on lake Michigan, the characters invite readers to help them 
solve the puzzle of the mansion, the wealthy man, and the will he has 
left. 11 up 

Rounds, Glen. MR. YOWDER AND THE GIANT BULL SNAKE. illus. by the author. 
Holiday House, 1978. unpaged. $5.95 

The language is -good for story telling; the accent, the rhythms, the 
dialect come through with no effort or phoniness. The tall tale is as good 
as its Mr. Yowder, "The World's Bestest and Fastest Sign Painter." Genuine 
humor and a bit of satire in this one. 8 up 

8arnoff, Jane and Ruffins, Reynold. TAKE WARNING - A E'ook of Superstitions. 
illus. by the authors. Scribners, 1978. 159 pp. $8.95 

Organization is alphabetical with m::>re listings for some letters than for 
others. For some there is a short explanation of origin. Black and white 
drawings add humor. High interest in this one. 8 up 
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